Information on the 2019 Leadership Summit Topic
Navigating Generational Expectations
Every generation has critiqued perceived differences with
younger generations such as lifestyle choices, work ethic, and
passions. However, this has never been more pronounced than
in the past few years as the "Millennials" or Generation Y (Gen Y)
has become an increasing part of a workforce that will soon
consist of five generations.
Why is the spotlight on Gen Y so bright? Each new generation
has created change in the workplace but it seems like Gen Y is
innovating how to view work. Previous generations have adapted
to existing work structures. Gen Y is changing those structures.
We selected this topic for the 2019 Summit not to have a
conversation about "Millennials" - or to stereotype anyone or any generation. Our goal is
to gather all generations currently in the workforce to focus on the strengths and
contributions that each brings to a vibrant, multi-generational workplace by:
• teaching and learning from each other
• understanding what defines a generation and the experiences that have influenced
each generation
• identifying techniques to address workplace scenarios impacted by diverse
expectations of multiple generations
• influencing positive cultural workplace change that benefits organizations and all
generations
The process of planning the Summit and learning the different approaches that
organizations are taking to manage a multi-generational workforce has changed the
planning team’s perspective on our topic. Please join us on Wednesday, July 31st at the
Northeast Delta Dental Conference Center in Concord, NH. We believe that this
afternoon of learning, sharing, and collaboration will be enlightening – regardless of your
generation or role in your organization.
Register or contact Anne Warner (anne@gsqc.com) if you have any questions. The
registration fee is $75 with discounts for sponsors and organizations that promote the
Summit with members or employees.

